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TO THE MEMORY OF PASQUALE PORCELLI 
A successive approximation process for a class of nth order nonlinear partial 
differential equations on EV,, is given. Analytic solutions are found by iteration. 
The pairing between initial estimates and limiting functions forms a basis for 
the study of boundary conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For nonlinear ordinary differential equations, the Picard method of 
successive approximations (cf., [l]) p rovides a solid basis for the study 
of existence and uniqueness of solutions. Endpoint and multipoint 
boundary value problems for such equations are investigated using the 
basic existence and uniqueness theorems as a point of departure. For 
nonlinear partial differential equations, perhaps the nearest development 
to Picard’s method is provided by the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem 
(cf., [S]). Despite th e similar appearance of the two developments, it is 
probably safe to say that Picard’s method gives a firm foundation for 
ordinary differential equations, but that the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem 
does not do the same for partial differential equations. 
The main purpose of this paper is to indicate a method of successive 
approximations for a class of nonlinear partial differential equations that 
may prove to be more useful in some substantial instances than the 
Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem. In the present method, initial conditions 
are not used. Rather, limiting values from iterations depend upon initial 
“approximations.” A study of the relationships between initial choice 
and limiting value leads, in some instances at least, to a selection of 
reasonable boundary conditions. 
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As in the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem, the present method deals 
mainly with analytic solutions to analytic problems. There is some 
reason to suspect that the present development can be more readily 
used in “passing to the limit” to gain information about nonanalytic 
problems. 
Boundary conditions to which the present method lead are determined, 
roughly, by noting what functional properties remain invariant under the 
iterated transformation. In some special cases (indicated in Example l), 
the present method leads to initial conditions. It is expected that the 
present work will lead to a systematic development concerning boundary 
conditions. Here are given only some examples illustrating the connection 
between the present work and the study of boundary conditions. This 
paper generalizes [5], which dealt with linear equations. 
Equations of all orders n on any Euclidean space E,, are studied. For 
m = n = 2, consider the following problem: 
Given a real-valued function f from E, to El , numbers a, b, and c, 
not all 0, and a convex open set D containing (0, 0), find U from D to El 
so that 
= f(% Y> qx, Y), W% Y), G(x, Y)), for all (x, y) in D. (1) 
For general m and n, our equations have on the left-hand side a linear 
combination of the various nth order partial derivatives of the unknown 
function, and on the right-hand side a nonlinear expression involving 
derivatives of the unknown function up to the order n - 1. These are 
simply the most general equations for which the present method has been 
developed as of this writing. 
Some notation is needed. Denote by T(m, n) the vector space of all 
real-valued n-linear functions on E, , and by S(m, n) the subspace of 
T(m, n) consisting of symmetric members of T(m, n). For x1 ,..., X, 
an orthonormal basis of E,m and u in T(m, n), 
this number being independent of particular choice of orthonormal set 
of (cf., [5, 4, p. 1221). Th is norm gives T(m, n) an inner product that is 
written (u, w>, or frequently just as uw for U, w in T(m, n). 
For A in s(m, n) and u in S(m, K), the orthogonal projection onto 
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qm, n + k) of A @U (cf., [5]) is written as A * u and is called the 
symmetric product of A and U. This notation allows (1) to be written 
AL-;“(x) = f(x, U(x), uys)), 
where 
A((1, O), (1,O)) = a, q1, O), (0, 1)) = b, A((% 11, (0, 1)) = c, 
and 
f(? w, z> = f(YI s, w, P, 4), for all x in E, , w in E, , x in S(2, l), 
(p -= z((1, O)), q = r((0, I)), N = (r, s)). 
More generally, suppose that each of nz and n is a positive integer, 
A is in S(nz, n), 11 A jj = 1, D is a convex open subset of E,, containing 0, 
and D, is an open subset of A’(m, t), t = 0, l,..., n - 1. Suppose further- 
more, that f is a continuous real-valued function with domain 
D x D, >. ... x D+r . Denote by G all real-valued U with continuous 
nth derivatives on D, so that U(x), I/(x’),..., U(“pl)(x) E D, x 
D, x ... Y D,-, for all x in D. The identity function on E, is denoted 
by j- 
Denote by T the transformation from G to C(D) such that 
n-1 
(TU)(x) = c (l/q!) W’(0) SQ 
*=0 
+ Jo1 K 1 - i)“-‘/Y n - l)!][Lyjx) - (AuyjX) 
- f(jx, U(jx), U’(jx) ,...) I;““-yjx))A] xn, 
for all U E G, x E D. 
THEOREM 1. An element U of G is a $xed point of T if and only ij 
AU’“‘(x) = f(X, U(x), up),..., W-l)(x)), 
for all x in D. 
This is proved in the same way as the first theorem [S, Sect. 41. 
Most of this paper is devoted to the study of iterates of T and certain 
transformations closely related to T. Sequences of such iterates applied 
to analytic functions U are shown to converge to a solution of a nonlinear 
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partial differential equation as in Theorem 1. The correspondence 
between U and the solution it generates forms the basis of a classification 
scheme for such equations. The nature of this correspondence will be 
indicated by some of the results that follow. A determination of some 
invariant subspaces of T is basic to establishing this correspondence. 
Other results concern directly convergence questions for sequences of 
iterates. 
Some motivation for considering T follows. If c is a number, w, 
A E ,!?(m, n) and 11 A // = 1, then, eu - (Aw - c)A is the nearest element 
x of S(m, n) to w such that Az = c. This gives some reason to expcet 
that TU is somehow closer to a solution to the equation in Theorem 1 
than is U. Some of the following results indicate instances where this 
expectation is realized. 
To state the main results of this paper, some spaces of functions are 
defined. Suppose each of m and n is a positive integer. If r > 0, then H, 
denotes the set of all real-valued functions g on R(r) (open ball of 
radius r, center 0 in E,,) such that 
g(x) = ,fo UM) dqW xq 
and C,“=, (l/q!) [I g@(O)ll 11 x I/* converges for all x E R(r). 
NOTATION. If 0 < p < Y and g E H, , then /I g IJp denotes 
go u/a9 II dq’(o)ll Pq* 
Denote by A a member of s(m, n) with norm 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose r > 0 and g E H, . Denote by T, the transfor- 
mation on H, such that 
n-1 
(T&q(x) = c (l/q!) W(0) XQ 
4=0 
+ Jol[(l -j)+l/(n - I)!][CF(jx) - (AiF) -g(jx))A] xn 
if/lxll <rand UEH,.. 
Then, TB has range in H, , and if U E H, , { TBk U}gF1 converges unz~ormly 
on closed subsets of R(r) to a member Y of H,. such that 
AY’n) = g. 
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Denote by L, the transformation from H, x H, to H, such that if 
g, U E H, , then L,(g, U) is the element Y of H,in the conclusion to this 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. L,(O, H,.) and L,(H, , 0) are orthogonal subspaces of H,. 
in the sense that if0 < p < r, WE L,(O, HT), 2 E L,(H,. , 0), then 
where S(p) is the sphere in Esrn with radius p and center 0. 
For the purpose of the above integration, W and Z are first extended 
to the open ball of radius Y in complex m-dimensional space. Then, the 
extensions are regarded as complex-valued functions on E,,n . Integration 
is with respect to ordinary measure on S(p), and 1 S(p)] denotes the 
measure of S(p). 
From Theorems 2 and 3, it follows that H, is the direct sum of 
L,.(K , 0) and LAO, W M oreover, these two subspaces are orthogonal 
in the sense of Theorem 3. Each member of H,/L,(H,. , 0) is invariant 
under T, for each g in H, . If g, 2 E H, , then L,(g, 2) and Z belong to 
the same member of H,./L,(H, , 0). 
Theorem 2 deals with linear equations. This result is now applied to 
a nonlinear problem. It generalizes [5, fourth theorem], in which g is 
required to a polynomial on E,, . Suppose h is a nonnegative 
integer not more than n - 1, and f is a real-valued polynomial on 
E, x S(m, 0) x *** x S(m,h) (S(m,O) = E,). If r >0 and UEH,, 
t~~jfu denotes .the function on I?(Y) such that fu(x) = f (x, U(x), 
x )...) U(")(x)) lf [I x I/ -c Y. 
LEMMA TO THEOREM 4. Suppose Y > 0. If W, Z E H, , then there is 
one and only one member U of H,. such that U, W belong to the same member 
of H,/L,( H, , 0) and A Utn) = fi . 
THEOREM 4. Suppose h is a nonnegative integer not exceeding n/2. If 
2, WEH,, 2, = Zand 
zlc = G(fi,_, , WI, k = 1, 2,..., 
then there is (J > 0 and U in H,, such that {Zk}& converges uniformly on 
closed subsets R(a) to U. Moreover, U, W IR(,,) and 2, IRco) , h = 1, 2,..., 
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all belong to the same member of H,/L,(H, , 0). Finally, 
AU’“’ =fu. 
Theorem 4 gives that each member of H,iL,(H, , 0) contains just one 
member 2 such that AZ(“) = 0. Given such a Z, then there is s > 0 
small enough so that the member of H,iL,(H, , 0) containing Z lRcs) 
contains only one member Y such that 
AY’“‘(x) = f(x, Y(x), Y’(x) ,..., Y(~)(X)), /lx/j <s. 
It is expected that this pairing of Y with Z IRcS) will be the basis for a 
future study of a theory of boundary value problems for nonlinear partial 
differential equations. 
That h is required to be no more than n/2 is considered to be a clear 
defect in the present theory. Refinements along the line indicated in [6] 
may be a key to removing this defect. 
The key to the convergence arguments in Theorems 2 and 4 is a 
recently obtained inequality in [6]. The inequality will be stated in 
Section 2 after some notation is established. 
General reference concerning FrCchet derivatives is [7]. 
2. SOME PROPOSITIONS FROM MULTILINEAR ALGEBRA 
Suppose each of m, k, n, and t is a positive integer. If A E S(m, n), 
B E S(m, k), then A * B denotes the nearest element of S(m, n + k) to 
A @ B and A . B is called the symmetric product of A and B. It is, 
except for the numerical factor (“i”), the symmetric product defined in 
([4, P* 2201). 0 ne has, if in addition C E S(m, t), that A * B = B - A 
and A * (B . C) = (A - B) . C. S ince for A E S(m, n), B E S(m, k), A - B 
is the orthogonal projection of A @ B onto S(m, n + k), it follows that 
II A - B II < II A 0 B II = II A IL II B II- 
The convergence arguments for Theorems 2 and 4 make heavy use 
of the following inequality from [6]: 
PROPOSITION 1. If A E S(m, n), B E S(m, k), then 
II A . B 11’ (” ; “) 3 II A II2 II B 11’. 
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It is noted in [6] that this result is best possible. 
It has already been mentioned that if A, B E S(m, n) then AB denotes 
the inner product of A and B in s(m, n). If K > n, A E S(m, n). 
B E S(m, K), then AB = BA denotes the element Q of s(m, k - n) 
such that Q(x, ,..., xkpn) = (B(x, ,..., x&)A for all xi ,..., xken in 
-%,(B(x, ,...> x,;-J is the element D of S(m, n) such that D( y1 ,..., yn) = 
B(X 1 ,‘..> XL-n 7 Yl Ye.., yJ for all yi ,..., yn in E,). If t 3 n + k, 
A E S(m, n), B E s(m, k), C E S(m, t), then, from ([5, Sect. 2]), (CB)A = 
(CA)B = C(A * B). This indicates that in a sense, the operation of taking 
a symmetric product with A is adjoint to the operation of taking an inner 
product with A. 
Suppose now that K > n, A E ,‘3(m, n) and jj A // = 1. Denote by G the 
transformation from s(m, k + n) to s(m, iz + n) such that Gw = A * (Aw) 
for all w in s(m, n + K), and denote by M the transformation from 
S(m, lz) to S(m, k) such that Mw = A(A . w) for all w E S(m, k). Some 
properties of M and G are summerized in the following: 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) M is linear, symmetric, and positive, (ii) G is 
linear, symmetric, and nonnegative, (iii) A . (Mw) = G(A * w) for all 
w E S(m, k), (iv)1 > I - M 3 0, (v) 1 I - G 1 < 1, (vi) I/ A . (M-lw)lj < 
(“n+k)l/z 11 w 11 for all w E S(m, k), (vii) 11 A . [I f (I - M) + **a C 
(I - M)i)w]Il < (nLk)1/2 /I w //for all w E S(m, k). 
Proof. Symmetry and linearity of M and G are easy to establish 
using facts noted above. The definition of M and G yield (iii). That M 
is positive follows from the fact that, using Proposition I, 
(Mw)w = (A(A * w))w = (A * w)(A * w) 
= 11 A - w iI2 > (” T k)-l jl w j12, for all w E S(n2, h). 
Hence, for w E ,S(m, K), I/ A * (M-hl12 = (A * (M-lw))(A * (M-lw)) = 
(M-lw)(A(A . (M-lw))) = (M-lw)w < (n,+k) jl w jj2. Therefore 
ll A * (Jf-lw)ll < ( 1 n + Ii7 lP /I w 11, n
and so (vi) is established. Part (iv) follows since M is positive and 
II w II2 2 II A * w II’- 
Suppose w E s(m, n + k). 
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Then 
11 W - A . (AW)Ij2 = /j W II2 - 2Z4J(A . (AW)) + I/ A . (AW)li” 
< II w II2 - 2 II Aw II2 + II Aw II2 < II w II2 
since 1) A * (Aw)j12 < \j Aw jj2. 
To establish (vii), suppose w E S(m, k). Then 
jl(A * [(I + (I- M) + *.* + (I- W))wlll” 
=[(I+(I-il4)+*~~+(I-iwM)i)w][M(I+(I-ivl+~-+(I-MM)d)W] 
= [M-1(1 - (I- M>i)w][(I - (I - M)i)w] 
since 0 < I - (I - J4)i < 1, i = 1, 2 ,... . Hence, (vii) is established. 
Two propositions from (15, Sect. 31 are recalled. For each of 
m, k, n a positive integer, define Qw = w - A * (Aw) and Lw = 
w - A * M-l(Aw) for all w in S(m, n + k) with A in S(m, n), Ij A 11 = 1 
and M as above. 
PROPOSITION 3. QL = LQ = L and lime,, Qq = L. 
If, in addition, R E S(m, k), define Zw = w + A * (R - (Aw)) and 
VW = w + A . (M-l(R - (Aw)) for all w E S(m, n + k). 
PROPOSITION 4. VZ = ZV = V and Em,,, Zqw = VW for all 
w E S(m, n + k). 
If x E E,, and k > 1, then xk denotes the member u of S(m, k) such 
that u(yi ,...,Yk) = (Yl 7 x> *** (yx , x) for all yr ,..., yk E E, . For 
t > k, B E S(m, t) and x E E,, , Bx” can be regarded as the inner product 
of B and xk or as B(x, ,..., zJ, where xi = x, i = l,..., k. These two 
interpretations lead fortunately to the same thing. 
A frequently used calculation is the following: If w E S(m, k), k 3 n, 
x E E, and A, M are as in the above proposition, then, 
A((A . (M-lw)) a+) = (A . (M-lw))(A . 9) 
= (A(A . (&VW))) .P = (MM-lw) xk = wRL. 
Finally, note that if w E S(m, n), z E S(m, k), k > n, then, 1) wz I/ < 
[[ w 11 jl x /I. To show th is, observe that ify E S(m, k - n), then jj(wx)y II = 
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w Ij (1 z * y (1 < 11 w jl /I z 1, jl y I/. Choosing y = zuz, one has 
/I z I/ I/ wx 11, from which the desired inequality follows. 
3. PROOF OF LINEAR THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose u, g E H, . Then 
U(x) = f (l/q!) cP’(O) s”, 
III=0 
U’yx) = f (l/(q - n)!)(AU’yO)) x+-n, 
*=a 
A4U’“‘(X) = f (l/(q - n)!)(AU’qO)) .c--n, 
q=n 
and 
((A U(“)(x))A) xn = (A U(yx))(AX~) 
= f (l!(q - n)!)(24 * (L4U’p’(0))) xq, if (/ .y I/ < y. 
Hence, 
I l [(I -j>“-‘/(n - l)!](A * (Auyjx))) 511 0 
= 2 11‘l [((p-y1 -j)“-‘)i((n - I)! (q - ?z)!)] 
q=n 0 1 
(A * (A u(*)(o))) x’1 
= jn (l/p!)(A - (A U@)(O))) xq, if 1) s 11 < f 
Similarly, 
s 
l [(l -j)y(n - l)!](g(jx)A) xn 
0 
m 
= ;n (liq!)(A *gcqpn)(0)) A+, if 11 x /I < Y. 
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Therefore, 
n-1 
(T&q(x) = 1 (l/q!) uyo>x* 
4=0 
+ f (l/q!)[U’*‘(O) - (A . (AU(Q)(O)) - A * g’q-n’(o))] XQ, 
q=n 
if //cc II < Y. 
11 U@‘(o) - A . (AU(Q)(O)) + A *g(g-n)(o)ll 
< I/ U(q)(O) - A - (A.?P(O))ll + 11 A .g(n-n)(0)lj 
< II ~cqyo)lI + II g(q-nvql. 
Hence, 
la-1 
z. (l/q!) II ~cq’(o)ll II x/IQ 
+ go (l/n!) II U’g’(0) - A * (AU(V)) + A ~g(g-n)(0)ll II x IIn 
< f (l/a!) II ~cwll II x 114 
I)=0 
+ qgo (l/q!) Ilg’q’P)l/ II x Ila+n7 if II x II < r. 
Hence, T,U E H, and /I TBU IIs < (I U IIs + II g lIs P, if 0 < s < r. 
Following the notation of ([5, Sect. 4]), if q > n, denote by Q, , Mq , 
2,) V, the transformation from ,!?(m, q) to S(m, q) such that M,w = 
A(A - w), Q,w = w  - A - (Aw), Z,w = w  - A - (Aw) + A *g-)(O) = 
Q,w + A - g(p-%)(O) and V, w = w  + A - (M;?n(g(*-n)(0) - (Aw))), for 
all w E s(m, q). 
Then, 
n--l 
(T,W)(x) = c (I/q!) U(q)(O) Xq+ f (l/q!)(ZqwqyO)) x4, 
Q=O *=?I 
if 1IxII <r, k = 1,2 ,.... 
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Suppose q > n and denote g (u-n)(O) by R. Inductively, if w E s(m, q), 
Z;w = Qakw + [Q$‘(A . R) + ... + &(A . R) t (A . R)] 
= Q,~W + A . ((I - AZ,-,J'"-lR + ... + (I - M&R t RR). 
Using Proposition 2, 11 &“w I! < 11 w II and 
;I ,4 . ((I - M,_,)k-lR ;- ..' -+ (I - M,_,)R + R)il 
, n + k 1P 
>> 
i 1 !’ R II> 
k == I, 2,... . 
n 
Hence, 
I/ z$w j/ 5: I/ z(J il + (” + z - n)“2~!g’“-‘“‘(0)I~, /i == 1, 2,..., Q = ?Z, 11 + l,... . 
Hence if t > n, 
c< in (l/q!) /I U(*)(O)]] jl x I!n $ i (l/(q - n)!)g’*-“‘(O)li II .y I/* 
‘i=n 
if 11 x j/ < Y since (i)“l’/q! < ($)/q! < l/(q - n)!, 4 = % n + l,... . 
Therefore, (/ TgkU /Is < II U IIs + II g Ils sn, if 0 < s < Y. 
By Proposition 4, lim&+rn Zq”U’“‘(0) = v*uyo), q = n, n + l,... . 
Hence, it follows that 
n-1 
z. W) II ~cv911 sq + f U/q!) II ~-a~vN S* G II Ull, + Ilg IL fL n=n 
for 0 < s < r, and that if 
n-1 
Y(x) = c (l/q!) W’(0) 9 $ qg (I/Q!)(V&P~(O)) it’* for II x II < r, 
Q=O 
then YE H,. , 11 Y IIs < II U IIs + II g IIs sn, 0 < s < y. Moreover, 
Y f”)(x) = ? (l/(q - n)!)( V,JW(O)) x”-n, 
4=n 
607/19/z-8 
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and 
A Yyx) = f (I/(q - n)!)(A( v,uyo))) ix-a, if j[ N jj < Y. 
g=n 
But 
A(V,U(Q)(O)) = A!+‘(O) + A[A . (M~n(g(Q-“)(0) - (AU(Q)(O)))] 
= A .(Q)(o) + MQ+$qTn(g(Q-“)(o) - (A u’qo))) 
= g(-)(O), q = n, n + I,..., 
so that AY’“)(x) = C,“=, (I/(q - n)!)g(*-“‘(0) xq-” = g(x), if I/ x 11 < r. 
This completes a proof of Theorem 2. 
Remark. One now has the explicit form for L,: 
n-1 
(L(g, li))(.r) = 1 (l/29 UYO) 
Cl=,, 
+ f (l/q!)[U’g’(0) - A * (M&(AU(@‘(O)))] x’ 
*=12 
+ f (l/q!)(A . (M&g(Q-n)(0))) 2, if I/ x 11 < r. 
*=?I 
It is evident that L, is a linear transformation from H, x H, to H, . It is 
easy to check that if U E H, , then L,(AU(“), U) = U. It follows from 
Theorem 3 that L,(H, , 0) and L,(O, H,) intersect only in the zero element 
of H, . These two statements imply that each element of H, can be 
written uniquely as the sum of an element of L,(H,. , 0) and an element 
of L,(O, H,). It is an easy computation that if U E H, , then T,U - U is 
in L,(H, , 0). Also, it is easy to see that if U, g E H, , then L,(g, U) - U 
is in L,(H, , 0) and hence, that L,(g, U) and U belong to the same 
member of H,;‘L,(H, , 0). In particular, if U, g E H,. , then each member 
of H,/L,(H, , 0) is invariant under T, . It can be seen that L,(O, H,.) 
consists of all U E H, such that A U(n) = 0 and L,(H, , 0) consists of all 
U E H,. for which there are C, E S(m, Q), p = 0, l,... such that 
U(x) = f (l/q!)(.4 . c,-,) xq 
v=n 
2nd ~~(l/~!)~!C,ll!ixj~~ 
converges for all jl x 11 < Y. 
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LEMMA TO THEOREM 3. Suppose Y > 0, p, y E H, , 0 < s < r and 
p, = (l/q!) /W(O), yp = (liq!) y@)(O), q = 0, l,... . Then 
This follows from the proposition on [2, p. 1211. A proof is omitted. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose U, g E H, , W = L,(O, U) and Z = 
L,(g, 0). Then, 
w-1 
W(x) = c (l/q!) .(Q)(O) x* + i: (I /q!)[ .(qo) - A . (M&&4 LyO)))] 2 
I!=0 g=* 
and Z(X) = Crz, (l/q!)[A . (M&g@“)(O))] xq, if !I x jj < Y. 
Using the above lemma, 
1 S(p)l-1 J,,,) wz = f (” + ; - ‘j-l (y!)-2[u(g)(0) - A * (M;~,(U(qO)))] 
g=n 
x [A . (nz&gp’“-“‘(o))] p’g, if O<pc:r. 
Since if q is a positive integer, y E S(m, q) and ZI E S(m, q - n), then the 
inner product 
[y - A * (M&&4y))][A * (M,&u)] = [A(y - -4 . (M&(Ay))][M&a] 
= [Ay - (Ay)][M~&q = 0, 
and it follows that 
I S(P)Y I,,,) w.z = 0. 
4. MORE PRELIMINARIES 
The next proposition gives a formula for the derivatives of the 
composition of two functions on normed linear spaces. It is essentially 
from [3, p. 2221. 
Suppose each of HI , H, , H, is a normed linear space, n is a positive 
integer, P)~ is the set of partitions of {l,..., n}. If S is a finite set, then / S [ 
denotes the cardinality of S. If S is a finite set of integers, then L(S) 
denotes the least member of S. If p E ~~ , then p, ,..., pi,, denotes the 
enumeration of p such that L( p,) < L( p2) < *.- < L(p,,,). If z = 
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zi ,.. ., .a, is a sequence each term of which is in HI , p = p, ,..., p,, , is in 
fpn, i is in {I,..., I P I}, and w E s(m, I pi I), then ~414 = w@el ,..., x,J, 
wherep, = q1 ,..., qk . 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose D, is an open subset of HI , D, an open subset 
of H2 , g an n-times continuously differentiable function from D, to D, , 
and f an n-times continuously differentiable function from D, to H3 . If 
z = 31 ,..., Ucn is a sequence in HI and y E D, , then 
m9P(YN~ = c (f’i”‘)(g(Y))(g”‘!‘(Y> ~(Pl),...,,,““‘n”)(Y) ~h3r))* 
Frn, 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose /3 > 0 and 3) is a continuous real-valued 
function on .[ -p, /3] such that 1 q(O)1 < /3. There is L > 0 such that zf TV 
is a real valued function on [0, L] and 1 p(x)1 < /3 for all x in [0, L], then 
1 y(xp(x))I < /3 if x is in [0, L]. 
An argument is omitted. 
If o1 E H, and 0 < s < r, then observe that C,“=i (l,‘(q - i)!) /I &‘)(O)ll SQ-~ 
converges. Denote this quantity by 11 ~4~) &, i = 1, 2, 3,... . 
Suppose now that E is a normed finite-dimensional space. Denote by 
He,? the set of functions cx from R(r) in E, to E such that 
converges and e(x) = 2 a’q)(O) PI, 
q=o 
if 0 -5 s < Y, 11 .2*/I < r. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose F is a real-valued polynomial of degree t on E. 
There are positive numbers a,, a, ,..., a, such that if cp E HE,r then 
llF(~~ll, < a0 + aI II Y Iis + *** -t a, II F II8 $0 < s < r. 
This proposition generalizes a familar fact for ordinary polynomials F 
and analytic functions 9. A proof is omitted. 
COROLLARY. Suppose F is as in the above lemmas and cx E He,r . Then, 
$0 < s < r, there are positive numbers b, , b, ,..., bl such that sfp E HE,r , 
then II F(a + P)ll, < b, + b, II P Ijp + *-. + b, II B 118 $0 < p < s. 
Proof. If 0 < p \ < s, then by Proposition 7, there are a,, a, ,..., a, 
so that if /3 E HE,? then ll~(~+B)ll~~~o+~,ll~+Pll~+~~~+ 
a, )/ 01 + ,6 IIf < &=, b, I/ /3 IIs, where b,, b, ,..., bl are chosen so that 
zi=, ~$1 01 /Is + x)” = J&, b,xg for all numbers x. 
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If r > 0 and Z E H, , then denote by az the function from R(r) so that 
Q(X) = (x, Z(x), Z’(x) ,..., zy.~)), if !I x 11 < r. 
Note that if f is as in Theorem 4, then fi can be written as f(~=). If 
y = (3, yo , y1 ,..., yli) E E,,, x E, x S(m, 1) x ... x s(m, h), then 11 y jj 
denotes sup{/1 x 11, /Iy0 /I ,..., (1 yh Ii>. Take now E = E,,, ,< E, ?: S(m, 1) x 
. . . x S(m, h). Then, Proposition 5 and the above corollary combine to 
give : 
COROLLARY. Suppose f is as in Theorem 4, f has degree t, and Z E H, . 
If 0 < s < r, there are positive numbers c,, , cl ,..., ct such that if U E H, 
and 0 < p < s, then 
where K, = sup{!1 U /I0 , /, C” /I,, ,..., [/ IT(“) IID]. In particular, fi E H, if 
Z E H, . 
5. PROOF OF NONLINEAR THEOREM 
Proof of Lemma to Theorem 4. As observed in the second corollary to 
Proposition 7, fi E H, if Z E H, . Denote Ll.(fz , IV) by U. Then 
AU(“) = fi , By the remark following the proof of Theorem 2, Wand U 
belong to the same member of H,‘L,(H, , 0). Suppose there is another 
element Y satisfying both conditions of the lemma. Then Y - U E 
L,(O, H,) since A( Y - U) (n) = AY(“) - AU(“) = 0. But since Y and 
U belong to the same member of H,lL,(H, , 0), it follows that 
Y - UEL,(H, , 0). S ince L,(O, H,) and L,(H, , 0) intersect only in the 
element of H, , it must be that Y = U. This completes a proof of the 
lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose f in the statement of the theorem has 
degree t. For W, Z E H, , define Z, = Z and 
Zk = Lr(f*k-, 7 WI, k = 1, 2,... . 
Then, AZzl = fzk , k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . D enote L,(O, W) by Y. Then, 
z,+, = L,(fZk , 0) i L,(O, W) = Y -t L,(& , 0), h = 0, 1, z... * 
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Choose s in (0, Y). By the second corollary to Proposition 7, there 
exist positive c0 , c1 ,..., ct such that if y(x) = J& c,@ for all x E E, , 
then llfy+v Ilo G Y(WP, J’)) for 0 < p d s, where 
j% I’> E SUp(Ji vllp , /I V’Ilp ,..., 11 Vh) iI,>, VEH,. 
Suppose that k is a positive integer. Then, A2$$ = fzn+l , and so 
II A-%$ IID ,< y(K(p, Gk+,)) since -%+, = Y + G,, , where 
Gi = L,(AZ,!“‘, 0), i = 1, 2,... . 
But AZe\ = fzk = g,,, , and so 
G&X) = f (l/q!)@ * (M&g&)(O))) 9, 
q=n 
and hence, 
G&) = f (l/(a - i)!)(A . (M&&$(O))) Fi, 
q=n 
if I/ 2c I/ < y, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., [n/2]. 
Since by Proposition 2, II A . Pf&g(q-nYO))ll G (W2 il g&?KW, 
q = n, n + l,..., it follows that if 0 < p < s, 
< cp f (l/Q-j - n)!) llg&yO)ll Pq-n = CP II&+, 111, > 
q=n 
where C is a number so that s+-‘(E)~/~/[(~ - i) *** (4 - n + l)] < C, 
q = 72, n + 1,“‘) i = 0, l)...) [n/2]. That there is such a number C follows 
from the fact that (z)l12/[(q - i) .** (9 - n + I)] < q”/‘(q - n + 1)--n/2, 
and that {q(q - n + l)-l}&=n is a bounded sequence. 
Since 
II G$, lip < Cp l/g,+, Ilo, i = 0, I,..., WI, 
II JG!?~ IID G S(P, Gc+d, WP, G,,) = SUP(II G+, II P>...> II G% II P>, 
0 < p < s and gk+r = AZ;:\ , then, II A-%“:2 /II) < ~((2 II AZ& II,h 
o<p<s. 
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Define F(X) = y(Cx) f or 0 < x < s. One has then 11 AZj$)a /Ill < 
9J(P II ~-zcyl II,), k = 1, L, 0 < p < s. Define /I = s 11 AZ:“) /Is + 
~(0) + 1. By Proposition 6, there is L > 0 such that if 0 < x < L, 
then I ~(x~(x))l < /3 provided 1 p(x)1 < /3 for 0 < x <L. Denote 
by 8 such a number in (0, max(s, l)]. It follows, by induction, that 
I/ AZ~~l jlD < 0, 0 < p < 6, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Since 2, = Y + L,(AZp”‘, 0) = Y + G,: and so 
Z,(x) = I’(x) + f (I/q!&4 . (M~~~(,z~))(“-n)(o)] 2, Jjxl; <u, k = I,2 ,...) 
u=n 
then 
11 z, IID < Ij I’lj, + f (l,iq!) (y* !1(*4zp’)‘“-n’(o)Il pa 
*= II 
< 11 Y [IO + C/I AZ/y /‘o :-< /’ l’,I” + cp, k = 1) 2 ,...) 0 < /I 6 6. 
Thus, (Ii -G ILL is uniformly bounded for p in [0, 61. 
Examine now {Z3,,Ii)~z0,1,=1 such that Z,(x) = C,“=O (ll’q!) Bq,kxg, 
(1 .T I/ < Y, k = 1, 2 ,... . It has been seen that 
and 
Bq.,t--l = I yo), q = 0,l )..., n - 1 
B p,lc+l = Y'"'(0) + A . (IiI,=',f~~n'(0)), q=n,n+l,..., It== 1,2 ,.... 
Now, fi,(x) = f(~, Z,(x), Z,,.‘(X),..., Z~‘(X)) = F(azk(x)) in previous 
notation, /j x (( < r, k -= I, 2,... . Using Proposition 5, if p, R are positive 
integers, and w = w1 ,..., qaWn E E,,, , one has (replacing aZk by A) 
(fy(O))W = 1 ~‘!““(/\(O))(h”JJl’)(O) w(pJ,..., x(‘pI+o) w(p,& 
P-J-,, 
If i E {l,..., I p I>, then X (I~~tl) 0) ( is the (h + 2)-tuple with first term the 
zero of E,>, and dth term B,, ,+d--2,k , d = 2 ,..., h + 2, and 1 pi / + h < 
q - n + h < q. It follows that f’$in)(0) and hence, B,,,,, is expressed 
in terms of Bp,k , p = 0, l,..., q - n + h - 1. Moreover, the depen- 
dence of B,,,,,, on these elements is continuous. 
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Furthermore, 
&a.+1 = F$) + A . (W? - fi,(O>) 
= E’($) +I(0 z (0) z ‘(0) >k 9k Y  Z,‘(O) ,..., ZfqO))A ) 
so {B,,li}& is a constant sequence and hence, converges. By induction, 
if q > n, then {Bq,k}& also converges. In fact, if q > n {BQ,k}&-n+l is a 
constant sequence. Denote by B, the limit of {Bq,k}gEI , q = 0, I,... . 
Suppose T is a positive integer and 0 < p < 6. Then, xi=, (I/q!) // B, I/ pq 
is the limit of {Cc, (l/q!) 11 B,,, I/ p*},& . But from the first part of the 
argument, Cc, (l/q!) II Brl,k /I pq < II 2,. Ilo < II VI, + CP, k = I, 2,... . 
Therefore, C&o U/q!) II B, II T = 1, 2 ,... . Hence, 
IX,“=, (l/q!> Ii B, II 
p* < 11 Y lip + C/3, 
pq converges, 0 < p < 6. 
Define U(X) = C:=, (liq!) Bclxq, 11 x /I < 6. Clearly, U E H8 , From the 
convergence of [Bq,l;jjfz,“=, to B, , q = 0, 1, 2,..., and from the boundedness 
of (iI 2,. IIdz=i, and hence, the uniform boundedness of {i\Z~) jji)z=r 
i = 0, I,..., n, 0 < zs < 6’ where 6’ is any positive number less then 6, it 
follows that 22) converges uniformly to Vi) on closed subsets of R(6), 
i = 0, l,..., n. Therefore, {fzb}& converges in the same way to fU on 
closed subsets of R(6), and {AZ;)}& converges likewise to AU(‘“). 
Therefore, AUtn)(x) -fu(x) =f(x, U(x), U’(x),..., Wh)(x)) if Ij x jj < 8. 
An examination of (Zk)g~i yields that there exist uniquely C,,, E s(m, q), 
q = n, n t l,..., k = 1, 2 ,..., such that B,,, = Y(*)(O) + A * C,,, , q = 
n, n + I,... . This is sufficient to place all of U jRc6) , Y jRc6) , and W lRc6) 
in the same member of HfiL5,(NG, 0). This completes a proof of 
Theorem 4. 
The above argument may be used to calculate a rate of convergence. 
If R 3 n, then 
;/ u(x) - zk(x)li = 11 z. (l/q!) B,xn - go (I/q!) Bd@ /I 
= 11 f (l/q!)(B,x’l - Ba,@) jl 
,' q=k+n--1 
since B,,li = B, if k > q - n + I, i.e., if q < k + n - 1. 
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Hence, if 0 < 7 < 6 and // x /j < 7, 
where Cl = I/Y IIs + CA since CF=, (l;‘q!) II B, II 6*, 2;=(, (l;‘q!) il B,,, II a* d 
IIY I/* + CA k = 1, z..., and hence, (l/g!) I/ B, iI G’, (l/g!) 11 B,,, jj 6q < C, , 
k, q = 1) 2 ,... . 
It is emphasized that the terms appearing in the expression for C, 
can be calculated explicitly for a givenf and y. 
6. EXAMPLES 
The process outlined above leads to a somewhat systematic approach 
to the study of boundary conditions. The term “boundary conditions” 
here means any auxiliarly conditions that together with a given partial 
differential equation give existence and uniqueness. For boundary 
conditions, we require that a solution agree with a given function in 
certain respects. The precise nature of this agreement depends on the 
given equation and is a natural result of the successive approximation 
process. 
Suppose each of m, n, and k is a positive integer, m > 1 A E S(m, n), 
/j A I/ = 1. Consider the subspace S, of S(m, k) consisting of all 
w E S(m, k) such that Aw = 0. Suppose also that r > 0. Then, for any 
two members U and 2 belonging to a single member of II+!,,(H, , 0), 
one has that W)(O) - Dk)(0) is orthogonal to S,; , that is, that 
(uyo), w) = (Z’“‘(O), w) f or a 11 w in S, . Hence, boundary conditions 
for a solution U to 
AUyY) = j(x, U(x), U’(x) )...) W)(X)), 
11 x /I < r, may be specified by picking a member Y of H,. and then 
requiring that (1) Uk)(0) = Yck)(0), k = 0, l,..., n - 1, and (2) 
<Yck)(0), w) = (Uk(0), w) for all w in S, , k = n, n + l,... . 
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EXAMPLE 1. Suppose n is a positive integer and OL is a unit vector 
in E, . Denote LX?& by A. Denote by/3 a member of& such that (01, /3> = 0, 
11 ,B 11 = 1. For any positive integer K > n, S, is the set of all x in S(z, k) 
of the form /3k-n+1 3 z for .z E S(2, n - I). The above conditions (1) and 
(2) are equivalent to specifying that U(“)(O) /3k--)L+1 = Y(“)(O) /Pn+l, 
K = n, n + t,... . This may be seen to be equivalent to specifying Cauchy 
conditions for U on the line through /3 and the origin. Note that if n = 2 
and a: = (A), then AU” = c’,, . 
EXAMPLE 2. As in [5, Example 21 take LX, /I, y to be three pairwise 
linearly independent vectors in E, such that A = a . /!I + y has norm 1. 
Denote by L, , L, , L, the lines though the origin and n, b, c, respectively, 
where a, b, c are unit vectors orthogonal to 01, p, y, respectively. Note that 
A W”’ = D,DoD, W if WE H, , For k 3 3, a basis for S, is ak, bk, ck. It 
can be seen that two members Wand 2 of a given element of H,!L,(H, , 0) 
have the property that 
(wyo), 6”) = (Zk(O), E’i), E = n, b, c. 
Hence, such W and Z agree on L, , &, L, , and so boundary conditions 
for an equation 
AUrn = f(x, U(x), L”(X) ,..., Uyx)), 11~11 < T1 
fan appropriate polynomial, are given by specifying a member Y of H, , 
and requiring that Y and U agree locally at 0 on L,? , L, , L, . 
EXAMPLE 3. For a final example, consider the equation 
Ul,,(.L?‘) + &?2,(~,Y) = f(f,Y, Ul(“?Y), G(X,Y)), (x, y) E E? . 
Define A, E S(2, 3) by ” 3 
A, ’ c i Y. = x3 + xy3, i 1 x ~f-6, Y  
and choose A E S(2, 3) so that jl A /I = 1 and A is a multiple of A,, for 
K > 3, Sk consists of all w E S(2, k) such that Aw = 0. A basis for S, is 
A,,, , A2,k , J&, defined by 
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Boundary conditions for this partial differential equation can be given 
by choosing r > 0, by specifying a member Y of H, , and by requiring 
that a solution U satisfy 
<U(7~)(0), A2,), = <Y(J~)(O), Ai:;, i = 1, 2, 3, k = 3,4 ,..., 
[i(74(0) = Ty)), k = 0, 1, 2. 
This amounts to saying that Y and U, restricted to R(S), belong to the 
same element of H,/L,(H, , 0) f or s sufficiently small. A third equivalent 
requirement is that if WE HT and IV,, + IV,, = 0, or W, = 0 on R(r), 
then 
I 
M7I = WY, 
so - I’ SD 
for all p sufficiently small. 
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